
Our response to the leaflet
 Securing the long-term future of Queen Victoria Hospital

The leaflet boldly states, ‘No service changes are planned at this stage.’ 

 

The reason why this has been stated is because it avoids the legal duty* to involve the

public including patients, while offering no guarantees to keep services as they are for

the long-term future. 

The staff have been told that the focus is on partnership working with no alteration to

services planned. HOWEVER they should expect future discussions to include the

case for change. Staff are extremely concerned about this change in direction but are

unable speak out publicly under threat of dismissal.

An important message for the public

The only way you will get a say BEFORE IT IS TOO LATE is by

Signing the petition
Speaking to local media
Writing to your local MP

Visit www.sossqvh.co.uk for more information

Sign the petition: https://you.38degrees.org.uk/p/sossqvh

*https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/41/section/242
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The implied financial benefits such as through economies of scale have not been

costed. However, once QVH is acquired by Brighton/Worthing Super-trust, it will be

subsumed, and the board and council of governors dissolved. The Super-trust

hospital board will be under no obligation to continue with any services that are a

drain on their resources. 

As of April 2020, the main partner in the planned merger Brighton and Sussex

University Hospitals (BSUH) had the largest hospital debt in the South East of

£293M. This has only been written off by the government as a result of the covid

crisis, the Trust’s financial track record is poor.

Western Sussex has demonstrated poor financial and project management control

in their recent rebuilding project, which is massively late, and over budget.  Why

would anyone trust them with the future of such a precious national resource?

Currently, the main reason for a merger is that QVH is in £9.2 million deficit. There

are no guarantees from the Super-trust whether it will bridge this gap to continue to

deliver specialist work. The message sent to QVH members that ‘no service

changes are planned’ is misleading, as there is no explanation or business case

explaining how services can be maintained given the current financial situation.  

There were just nine senior managers at QVH in 2010 compared to sixteen now

and there has been a 56% increase in spend on senior management salaries over

a 10-year period. Operating income has grown by 28% but operating expenditure

has grown by 39% over the same period.

Our counter arguments to the petition
Addressing QVH leaflet in reverse order... 
Because we consider 'financial control’ to be the important issue

Challenge 3 - Getting value for money
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QVH will be an ‘Acquisition’ a small transaction with self-certification - not an equal

merger partner. As a very small trust being acquired by a Super-trust whose

priorities – operationally and financially are very different to QVH, will mean very

little say in the major decision making process.

If QVH did not have a financial deficit but was in profit or breaking even, a merger

would not even be considered. Prior to 2018/19, QVH had not made a loss for five

years. We consider this a knee-jerk reaction to the current financial situation

without proper consideration of the full impact of a merger on patients in Sussex,

Kent, Surrey and further afield. We are calling for better understanding of how the

challenges have changed in the past three years. When patients come from

outside the local area they bring the money with them, so we are struggling to

understand the context in the leaflet, see below.

Getting value for money continued
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Transferring patients between hospitals for specialist care has always been

common practice. The Royal Sussex Hospital and Worthing Hospital both transfer

sick patients for specialist care. QVH transfers some unwell patients to other

hospitals and receives transfers from all general hospitals in Kent, Sussex and

Surrey.  

The whole consultant body at QVH is against the merger. They are worried that

specialist services to patients from Kent and Surrey cannot be guaranteed in the

long term and that services to existing Sussex patients will be at risk. This is at

odds with the message being given by the QVH Hospital board. The Super-trust

board has already made its intent clear that it is ‘Patient first’ for Sussex patients

(i.e. not for Kent or Surrey or further afield). Patients travel from as far away as

Northern Ireland to access the unique services at QVH. The statement below

contrasts to the suggestion that no service changes are planned at this stage.

Challenge 2 - Synergies between services

But they say no changes are planned...
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If QVH formed partnerships with hospitals in Kent, Sussex and Surrey to work

more collaboratively in its role as a regional tertiary specialist centre, then it

obviates the need to rely on key people.

Despite the national recruitment crisis in the NHS, the right job offer will attract

doctors in key departments to the local area. East Grinstead is a desirable place to

live with close connections to all travel networks.

Retention is much cheaper than having to recruit and train new staff. Management

are underplaying the disruption structural changes will have on existing staff,

leading to job dissatisfaction and staff retention issues.

Being part of a teaching hospital is touted as a new thing yet QVH’s history is

founded on innovation and the hospital has always been a world leader, providing

first-class teaching.

"This hospital should expand and become greater not recede into the

shadows of another unit. I was trained so well at this unit that I can perform

the full spectrum of reconstructive microsurgery and general plastic surgery.

This training will be lost for generations as well as the expertise for

reconstructive microsurgery. In my unit I am trying to set up principles that I

learnt from QVH. This is where I learnt to become the surgeon's surgeon, a

problem solver and a disruptor. Long may QVH continue."

Dariush Nikkhah FRCS Plast

Consultant Plastic Surgeon, Royal Free Hospital

Challenge 1 - Reliance on key individuals

Sign the petition: https://you.38degrees.org.uk/p/sossqvh
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